
4-26-22 "How to Maximize your Profitable Value Spots" 
 
 

• Bart is going to play on the Hustler on Thursday and then commentate on Friday 
(Antonio Esfandari scheduled to play but not Garrett)  

 

• CLP Meetup is officially July 3rd, Sunday at 3PM TGI Friday's at the Gold Coast 
in Las Vegas. 

 

• Bart gave his take on the future of online poker on the call-in show yesterday 
from a call from Mike G.  

 
 

When is it good to not double barrel the turn when picking up equity? 
 
1. Multiway calls. 
2. Static board where top pair won't change 
3. Not many draws.  
 
1/3, 10 handed at Little Kings and Queens in Atlanta. 500 effective with villain. 
 
PREFLOP ACTION: Hero raises JTss utg to 15. BTN and Sb call.  
 
FLOP ($48 pot): As 9h 2c Action: Sb checks. Hero bets 20. Both villains call  
 
TURN (Pot $108): 2s Action: Sb checks. Hero bets 55. Button folds. Sb tank calls 
 
RIVER (Pot $218): 8c Action: Sb checks. Hero bets 135.  
 

1. One limp and I raise 99 to $15, UTG calls. Flop is 8s 8c 2d. Check me $20 he calls. 
Turn Jh. X/ $35 call. $140. River Td. Check me $40, he calls.  Extreme value and proper 
sizing  
 
 

2. We raise in a 2/5 game $1k effective to $20 with 7h 7d in CO, BB calls. POT: $40 
FLOP: Kc 7c 4d.  x Hero bets $30, BB calls. $100 
TURN: Jh BB checks.. Hero bets $90 (chip spike), BB calls. $280 
RIVER: Ks BB checks.. Hero should be betting here at least 1.5x pot maybe $500.. 
 
3. We raise UTG same scenario with 7h 7d to $20, +1 calls, BB calls. $60 
FLOP: Kc 7c 4d Hero bets $45, +1 calls, fold. $150 
TURN: Td Hero bets $125.. CO calls. $400 



RIVER Ks Hero checks !! -- will get a bet from a K and a missed draw. Also, slightly 
better to have a different card than king or ace trip up on the river.  
 
4. Making huge bets when filling up after flop raise or check raise.  
 
2/5 game.. $1300 BTN opens to $25, Hero calls BB with Jd 9d.  
FLOP: Jc 9c 6h x Btn bets $35 Hero raises to $130, Btn calls. $310 
TURN: 2s Hero bets $200, BTN calls. $710 
RIVER: 9h Hero all-in  
 
5. Making huge bets after getting check raised on the turn when you make a draw 
especially a hidden draw and you know that your opponent is nutted.  One of the 
MOST PROFITABLE SPOTS IN POKER AFTER DOUBLE BARRELING 
 
2/5 game, Hero ($2500) raises to $20 from MP with 67dd, SB calls, BB calls.  
FLOP: Td 8s 4c .. x/x Hero bets $35, SB calls, fold. $130 
TURN: Kd  .. X, Hero bets $125.. SB to $375 H calls. $880  
RIVER: 5s .. SB Bets $450.. anything less than all-in is a tragedy  
 
 
 
 


